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Year-book of American Clan Gregor Society : containing the proceedings at the gatherings of 19...
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<td>Bailey, Robert G. (Robert Gresham), b. 1874. River of no return (the great Salmon River of Idaho) :</td>
<td></td>
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Bartholomew, [c1966]
University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - DA640 - .B23 1966
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Bible. English. 1851. The Holy Bible: containing the Old and New Testaments ... with Canne's marginal notes and references. Together with the Apocrypha. To which are added an index; and an alphabetical table of all the names in the Old and New Testaments, with their significations. Also, tables of scripture weights, measures, and coins. Hartford, A.C. Goodman and Co., 1851.
University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - BS185 - .H761 1851
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Bowie, Cornelia Magruder. The Jamestowne story / by Cornelia Magruder Bowie. [S.l. : s.n., 1964]
Bowie, Effie Gwynn. *Across the years in Prince George's County; genealogical and biographical history of some Prince George's County, Maryland and allied families.* Baltimore: Genealogical Pub. Co., 1975 [c1947]
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Chrystal, John. *Scots and English poems / by John Chrystal*. [Banff, Scotland?] : Printed by the Banffshire journal, [19--?]

Church of Scotland. Register of the consultations of the ministers of Edinburgh and some other brethren of the ministry ... ed. by Rev. William Stephen ... Edinburgh, Printed at the University Press by T. & A. Constable ltd. for the Scottish History Society, 1921-30.

University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - DA777 .S6


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - CS479 -.G819r

Clan Gregor Society. Constitution of the Clan Gregor Society. Clackmannanshire, Scotland : [the Society],
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Clan Gregor Society. Newsletter Clackmannanshire, Scotland : [the Society],

University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - CS 479 -.G819n

Clan Gregor Society. Western U.S.A. Chapter. Griogarach: Newsletter of the Clan Gregor Society, Western U.S.A. Chapter. La Canada, CA : [the Society],
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[Cook], W. B. Rob Roy MacGregor: an illustrated sketch with portrait / by W. B. C. [edited by W. B. Cook, Antiquarian Supplement Editor]. Stirling : Eneas Mackay, 1903.
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University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - CS464.C7 - P7 1928


Crusoe, Charles Edward, 1881- As it was in the beginning, is now, and ... ??? A brief history of St. Paul's Episcopal Church, Prince George's County, Baden, Maryland, 168--1930, by the Reverend Charles E. Crusoe ... [Washington, D.C., Printed by B.S. Adams] c1930.


Darling, F. Fraser (Frank Fraser), 1903- The story of Scotland / F. Fraser Darling. London : William Collins, 1942.
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Dodds, James, 1813-1874. The fifty years' struggle of the Scottish Covenanters, 1638-88 / by James Dodds. Edinburgh : Edmonston and Douglas, 1860.

University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - BX9081-.D64 1860

The Virginia genealogist. [Washington, J.F. Dorman]

University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - F221-.V79


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - PR4334-.D6 1911


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - PR8661.L6D7 1901

Dumbarton (Scotland) Roll of Dumbarton burgesses and guild-brethren, 1600-1846, with a continuation thereof to the present day. Compiled from the Town council Records and other sources by Fergus Roberts. Edinburgh, Printed for the society by J. Skinner & company, ltd., 1937.

University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - CS476.B8 - D8 1937


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - CS477.D8 - C6 1903


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - CS477.D83 - P3 1914

University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - CS477.D85 - C6 1903


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - PR4334 - .B967 1972
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University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - CS477.E4 - R4 1905
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University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - CS476.B8 - E4 1926


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - CS460 - S42


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - CS464.F58 - P7 1940
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University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - CS464.F6 - P7 1926

________________________________________

Fraser, Antonia, 1932- Mary, Queen of Scots, by Antonia Fraser. New York, Delacorte Press [1969]

University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - DA787.A1F74 1969

________________________________________


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - CS2385 - .F7 1970

________________________________________


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - DA810.M3 - F7 1975

________________________________________


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - N5220 - .F662

________________________________________


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor Folio - DA867 - .G38 1980

________________________________________

Gardner, Charles K. (Charles Kitchell), 1787-1869. A dictionary of all officers, who have been commissioned, or have been appointed and served, in the army of the United States, since the inauguration of their first president in 1789, to the first January, 1853.--with every commission of each; including the distinguished officers of the volunteers and militia of the states, and of the

University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - U11.U5G2 1853

Gavin, Catherine Irvine. The cactus and the crown. Garden City, N.Y., Doubleday [c1962]

University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - PR6013.A8C3 1962


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - CS464.G3 - P7 1910


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - F190.S3G46 2007
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University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - CS476.B8 - G62 1931


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - CS476.B8 - G6 1923


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - E184.S3G7

University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - DA758.3.D55 - G7


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - DA890 .E4 - G786 1975


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - G5471.S2 - .G7 1956

Great Britain. General Register Office (Scotland) The register of the Privy Seal of Scotland = Registrum secreti sigilli regum scotorum / published by authority of the Lords Commissioners of His Majesty's Treasury, under the direction of the deputy clerk register of Scotland. Edinburgh : H. M. General Register House, 1908-

University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - DA757 - .P7


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - DA25.M2 - B7 1897

Gregg, E. Stuart (Eugene Stuart), 1919- A crane's foot (or pedigree) of branches of the Gregg, Stuart, Robertson, Dobbs and allied families / compiled by E. Stuart Gregg, Jr. [Hilton Head Island, S.C.] : Gregg, 1975.

University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - CS71 - .G81751 1975


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - CS477.G7 - M3 1949

University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - CS71 - .M182 1987

Grier, George. The old family farm : farm life 100 years ago / George Grier. Finksburg, MD : Publishers@TreeHouse, c2001.

University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - HN79.A12G75 2001

Grier, George Archer, 1918- The family history of John Patterson Grier. Harford County (Md.) : The Author, [1998?]

University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - CS71 - .G76 1998


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - CS71.G8172 - 1991


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - CS464.G67 - L3 1958


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - CS464.G7 - P7 1914


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - DA875 - .G86

Hall, Charles Bryan, b. 1840. Military records of general officers of the Confederate States of America : commander-in-chief, generals, lieutenant generals and major generals, arranged in order of their rank, with their military records in the Confederate army and previous records in the United
States army... / Compiled and illustrated by Charles B. Hall. New York, 1898. Austin, Tex. : Steck.

University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - E467 - .H18 1963
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University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - CS463.H35 1972
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University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - ND497.P45 - H3
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University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - BX8381 - .H314 1927
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University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - CS464.Y4 - C3 1916
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University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - M1977.C5 - H33 1933
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University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - CS460 - .H39
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University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - DA757.5 - .H3

University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - DA787.A2 - O33 1966


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - DA880.H76H4 1972


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - PN6267.S4 - H5 1888


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - F800.G83H67 1979


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - DA810.M3 - H6


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - DA890.E4 - H8


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - CS464.H8 - S6 1925


Battles and leaders of the Civil War: Being for the most part contributions by Union and Confederate officers / New introd. by Roy F. Nichols. New York; Castle Books, c1956.


Keddie, William, 1809-1877. Maclure & Macdonald's series of illustrated guides to the western highlands of Scotland ... Glasgow, Maclure and Macdonald [187-?]


Kendall, Hazel May Middleton, b. 1896. This book records the descendants of William Gregg, the Friend immigrant to Delaware, 1682, from which nucleus disseminated nests of Greggs to Pennsylvania, Virginia, and North Carolina. Anderson, Ind.: Hazel May Middleton Kendall, 1944.


Kilbarchan, Scot. (Parish) Index to the register of marriages and baptisms in the parish of Kilbarchan, 1649-1772. Also index and preface to the inventory of documents relating to the Scrymgeour family estates, 1611. Ed. by Francis J. Grant. Edinburgh: Printed for the Society by J. Skinner, 1912.

University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - PA2087 - .K5 1964


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - BX5980.B2 - S4


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - CS71 - .M135 1975


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - CS477.L25 - C6 1903


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - DA760 - .L36 1902


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - CS477.L3 - C6 1903


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - E183.8.G7 - L36 1980

University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - E183.8.G7L35 1978

________________________


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - KF8745.T3L4 1965

________________________

Lloyd, Alan, 1927- The making of the King, 1066. New York, Holt, Rinehart and Winston [1966]

University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - DA154.85.L6 1966

________________________


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - CS71 - .M1477 1962

________________________


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - DA660 - .H57 1967

________________________


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - DA880 - .H6 1975

________________________


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - DA772 - .M26 1937

________________________

Pleasant rambles in the Fort William district. [Fort William, Scotland : Alex. MacDougall?, 18--?]

University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - DA865 - .P54

University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - DA750.S25


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - DA750.S25


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - GR144 - .M14 1947


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - CS479 - .M23


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - CS479 - .M24 1977


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - F1039.5.B18 - M325 1976


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - DA757.5.M28

MacGregor, Geddes. A literary history of the Bible; from the Middle Ages to the present day. Nashville, Abingdon Press [1968]
Macgregor, James, d. 1754. The trials of James, Duncan, and Robert McGregor, three sons of the celebrated Rob Roy, before the High court of justiciary, in the years 1752, 1753, and 1754. To which is prefixed a memoir relating to the Highlands, with anecdotes of Rob Roy and his family. Edinburgh, Printed by J. Hay, 1818.


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - DA880.H6 - K2


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - DA760.M193 1970


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - DA880.H7 - M2 1818


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - DA760.M193 1970

Macpherson, Alan G. (Alan Gibson), 1927- The posterity of the three brethren : a short history of the Clan Macpherson / by Alan G. Macpherson ; the tartans of the clan by the late A. Fraser Macpherson ; the heraldry of the clan by R. Gordon M. Macpherson. [Canada] : Clan Macpherson Association, Canadian Branch, 1976.

University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - CS79.M48 - M3 1976

Magruder, Caleb Clarke, b. 1870. Nathan Magruder of "Knave's Dispute" / by Caleb Clarke Magruder. [s.l.] : [s.n.], 1915

University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - F184.M35 - M3 1915


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - F185.P7 - M3 1913

University of Baltimore: Special Collections American Clan Gregor - F184.M3 - M3 1913

Magruder, Caleb Clarke, b. 1870. Colonel Ninian Beall, born in Largo, Fifeshire, Scotland, 1625, died in Prince George's County, Maryland, 1717. Historical address on the occasion of the dedication of a memorial boulder to Colonel Ninian Beall, delivered by Caleb Clarke Magruder, Jr., in St. John's Church, Georgetown, D. C., Sunday, October 30, 1910. [Washington] Printed under the auspices, 1911.

University of Baltimore: Special Collections American Clan Gregor - F184.B4M3 1911

Magruder, Caleb Clarke, b. 1870. Colonel Joseph Belt: born in Anne Arundel County, Maryland, 1680, died in Prince George's County, Maryland, 1761: a paper read before the Society of Colonial Wars in the District of Columbia, March 25, 1909, the two hundred and seventy-fifth anniversary of the landing of the Ark and the Dove on the shores of St. Mary's County, Maryland / by Caleb Clarke

University of Baltimore: Special Collections American Clan Gregor - E186.3 - D64 1909


University of Baltimore: Special Collections American Clan Gregor - CS71 - M147 2007


University of Baltimore: Special Collections American Clan Gregor - CS71 - M212

Magruder, Herbert T. In Scotland -- 1936: from the notebook of an American cherishing the clan tradition / by Herbert T. Magruder. [S.l.: American Clan Gregor Society, 1937?]

University of Baltimore: Special Collections American Clan Gregor - DA866 - M34 1937


University of Baltimore: Special Collections American Clan Gregor - E840.8.M345A33 1975


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - BX9081 - .M315


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - NK 9643 .A1 - M367 1928


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - DA762 - .M27

Martin, Gregory A. (Gregory Allen), 1950- The ancestry and descendants of Zachariah Magruder of Allegany County, Maryland / by Gregory A. Martin, Angelene Block Harris. [Kettering, Ohio : G.A. Martin], 1979.

University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - CS71 - .M381 1979


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - DA890 .A1 - M3 1969


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - DA772 - .M24 1952

Official guide of the Loch Lomond and District Tourist Association / by the Loch Lomond & District Tourist Association and the Strathclyde Junior Chamber of Commerce. [Scotland] : Loch Lomond & District Tourist Association, [1971?].

University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - DA880 .L86 - O32
McDonald, Patrick H. Between the creeks / Patrick H. McDonald. Raleigh, NC (3120 Tanager St., Raleigh 27606-3641) : P.H. McDonald, 1999 [i.e. 2002]

University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - F262.M7 - M33 2002


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - PR4970.M45 - P6 1954


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - F 897 .P28 - M3 1974


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - DA880.H4 - M49 1984


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - CS71 - .M132 1983


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - BR784.M34 1976


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - CS464.M8 - C3 1938


Menzies, Lucy. St. Margaret, Queen of Scotland and her chapel / Lucy Menzies, Ronald A. Knox, Ronald Selby Wright. [Edinburgh : Published by the St. Margaret's Chapel Guild, 1957]


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - GV1646.S35 - M515 1970


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - DA890.F25 - M66 1973


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - DA880.H6M75 1967


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - DA890.S35 - S522


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - DA880.H6 - M7 1907


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - DA866.M85 1960

Morton, H. V. (Henry Vollam), 1892-1979. In search of Scotland, by H.V. Morton ... with illustrations and a map ... New York, Dodd, Mead and Company, 1930.

University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - DA866 - .M84 1930


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - DA866 - .M92 1948
Munro, Jean. Robert, the Bruce; maps of the War of Scottish Independence and the Battle of Bannockburn. By Jean Munro and Don Pottinger. Edinburgh, Bartholomew, c1974.

University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - G5771.S34 1974 - M8


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - DA880.H76 - M8 1974


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - DA877.I5 - M8 1974


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - DA880.P4 - M179 1968


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - DA770 - .E35 1967


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - DA875.N38 1977


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - CS71 - .N345 1973

Newman, Harry Wright, 1894- Mareen Duvall of Middle Plantation; a genealogical history of Mareen Duvall, Gent., of the Province of Maryland and his descendants, with histories of the allied families of Tyler, Clarke, Poole, Hall, and Merriken. Washington, 1952.


Parran, Alice Norris, b. 1876. Register of Maryland's heraldic families : period from 1634, March 25th to March 25th--1935, tercentenary of the founding of Maryland / by Alice Norris Parran ... Baltimore, Md. : Printed by H.G. Roebuck & Son, [c1935-

University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - Z232.P3P3


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - CS468 - P3


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - T220 - P43 2007


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - DA865 - P41 1889

Perry, Guy Rayhue, 1900- Descendants of Erasmus Perry and his wife Lydia Elizabeth Fisher of Montgomery County, Maryland / Compiled by Guy Rayhue and Mae Bonner Perry. Silver Spring, Maryland, 1970.

University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - CS71 - P462 1970


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - DA809 - S36 1996


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - CS464.P5 - I6 1932


Richardson, H. Maunsell, 1913- The church on the fort : 150 years of Emmanuel Parish / by H. Maunsell Richardson. [Cumberland, Md.? : s.n., 1953]


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - DA890.E4C35 1953


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - DA890.E4 - H72


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - DA890.M5 - R48


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - DA810.M3 - T3 1982


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - SF375.5.G7 - R6 1957

Robertson, William, 1721-1793. The history of Scotland during the reigns of Queen Mary and of King James VI. til his accession to the crown of England ; With a review of Scottish history previous to that period ; and an appendix containing original papers / By William Robertson. London : Printed for T. Cadell, 1809.

University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - DA785 - .R64

Roche, Regina Maria, 1764?-1845. Children of the abbey a tale by Regina Maria Roche ... Philadelphia, Porter & Coates, [1869].

University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - PR5233.R445 - C5 1869

Rolle, Andrew F. The lost cause; the Confederate exodus to Mexico, by Andrew F. Rolle. With a foreword by A.L. Rowse. Norman, University of Oklahoma Press [1965]

University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - F1392.A5R6

University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - CS464.R57 - P7 1931


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - CS464.R6 - P7 1907


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - UC595.G7 - R73


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - CS464.R63 - S4 1934


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - DA880.R8S3

Royal Historical and Archaeological Association of Ireland. The journal of the Royal Historical and Archaeological Association of Ireland. Dublin : The Association, 1878-1890.

University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - DA900 - .R88


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - F130.S4 - S25

University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - F325.S28 1899

Scarborough, Katherine. Homes of the cavaliers / by Katherine Scarborough ; with one hundred one reproductions from photographs. New York : Macmillan Company, 1930.

University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - F182.S28 1930


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - E467 - .R45 2000


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - DA784 - .A5 1932


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - DA757 - .P755


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - CS477.E4 - C6 1909


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - DA757 - .P75 2d ser.

Scotland. Privy Council. The register of the Privy Council of Scotland. 3d ser. Edinburgh, H. M. General Register House, 1908-

University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - DA757 - .P75 3d ser.


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - DA757 - .A4


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - HJ43 - .C15


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor - DA757 - .P75

Scotland. The Acts of the Parliaments of Scotland, 1127 to 1707 / printed by the Command of His Majesty King George the Fourth in pursuance of an address to the House of Commons of Great Britain. [n.p.] ; 1844-1875.

University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor Folio - KDC76 1127


University of Baltimore : Special Collections American Clan Gregor Folio - DA25 - .R31 1839
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